
101 Test 1 Study guide 

 

1. what did early humans do soon after evolving in Africa 

 

2.  what kind of lifestyle did nomadic peoples have 

 

3. what did humans do between 30,000 years ago and 12,000 years ago to help their survival 

 

4. what kind of work did nomadic men do 

 

5. what kind of work did nomadic women do 

 

6. how did society function within nomadic lifestyle 

 

7. did nomadic women have rights, explain why/why not 

 

8. were nomads good at war, why? 

 

9. what was the goal of nomadic warfare 

 

10. what was the conception of nomadic warfare by settled societies 

 

11. what made nomadic warfare so powerful, why 

 

12.  what was the result of nomadic warfare on the distribution of peoples 

 

13. what kind of government did nomadic peoples have 

 

14. explain the ingredients for successful nomadic leader 



15. what was an advantage of nomadic government 

 

16. what was a disadvantage for nomadic government 

 

17. what was the basis for nomadic law 

 

18. how did nomads come to a judicial descision 

 

19. what was the role of youth and elders in nomadic law 

 

20.  explain punishment in nomadic law 

 

21. explain how trauma functioned for early settled societies 

 

22. explain the solution to early settled society’s biggest problem 

 

23.  explain the philosophical problem with settling compared to being nomadic 

 

24. what happened to women in early settled society 

 

25. what was the relationship between early settled society and nomadic society 

 

26.  what was a solution to early settled people’s problems with settling 

 

27. do kings matter?  why?  what would happen without their invention? 

 

28. what was settled society’s solution to nomads 

 

29.  what was an effect/result of settled society’s solution to nomads 



 

30. what was settled society’s solution to nature 

 

31. what was an advantage of settled society’s solution to nature 

 

32. what was a disadvantage of settled society’s solution to nature 

 

33. what was a solution to the problems created by solving the problems of nomads and nature 

 

34.  what was the primary purpose of armies in early settled societies 

 

35. explain the geography of Mesopotamia 

 

36. explain the relationship between geography and the location of peoples in Mesopotamia 

 

37.  explain sargon 

 

38. what was Babylon the first kind of 

 

39. what kind of city was Babylon 

 

40. what was a major feature of Babylon compared to other cities 

 

41. what was a major advantage of Babylon compared to other cities 

 

42. what was effect of babylon’s major advantage 

 

43. explain legitimacy in Gilgamesh 

 



44. explain the cause and effect of  trauma in Gilgamesh 

 

45. what was a major disadvantage of Babylon 

 

46. what was babylon’s solution to its disadvantages 

 

47.  how did hamurrabi’s code work 

 

48. how were women treated in Hamurrabi’s code 

 

49. what became women’s role according to hammurabi’s code 

 

50. what status did women NOT have under Hammurabi’s code. 

 

51. what new weapon system transformed warfare in Mesopotamian world 

 

52. what was the advantage of this new weapon system of Babylonian/Mesopotamian warfare 

 

53. what was a consequence for empires because of the new Mesopotamian weapon system 

 

54.  explain Hittite military power in 1100BC 

 

55. explain the source of Egyptian military power in 1100 BC 

 

56. explain the source of Babylonian military power in 1100BC 

 

57.  what happened to every major civilization around the time of 1200-1000 BC 

 

 



58. who were the assyrians before 900 bc 

 

59 what was the Assyrian reaction to trauma 

 

60. what kind of society did Assyria create 

 

61. what affect did this kind of society have on the Assyrian army 

 

62. what new military skill were Assyrian army capable of doing that other’s could not 

 

63. what was the goal of Assyrian warfare 

 

64. what was the source of Assyrian legitimacy 

 

65. how did Assyria express its power and what was an advantage and/or disadvantage 

 

66. what happened to the Assyrian empire in 612 BC 

 

67.  who was cyrus 

 

68. how did the Hebrews think about Cyrus 

 

69. what was Cyrus’s method of legitimacy 

 

70. how did Cambyses rule  

 

71.  what did darius do to show Persian legitimacy 

 

72. how did people think about the Persians because of Darius’s method of legitimacy 



73. what was a result of zororastrianism on Persian power 

 

74. what bound the Persian empire together 

 

75. explain the type of military of the Persian Empire and how did it work 

 

76. what were two advantages of the Persian army 

 

77. what was a disadvantage of the Persian army 

 

78. what did military defeat prove about the Persian empire 

 

79. what were the two major features of Ancient Egypt 

 

80. how did cataracts affect Egyptian civilization 

 

81. what did the nile do every year 

 

82. what method did the old kingdom use to gain legitimacy 

 

83. discuss the role of slaves in the Old Kingdom 

 

84. what method did the new kingdom use to gain legitimacy 

 

85. what method did the middle kingdom use to gain legitimacy 

 

86. what caused the collapse of the Old kingdom 

 

87. what caused the collapse of the Middle kingdom 



88. what caused the collapse of the New kingdom 

 

89. explain the new kingdom army 

 

90. explain if the new kingdom was success and why 

 

91. where was the Hebrew homeland located in comparison to other large empires 

 

92. explain the effects of the location of Jerusalem 

 

93. how did Hebrews relate to other caanite peoples 

 

94. what effect did the assyrians have on Hebrew civilization and how did Hebrews react 

 

95. what effect did the Babylonians have on Hebrew civilization and how did Hebrews react 

 

96. explain the nature of monotheistic god 

 

97. what is an advantage of monotheism 

 

98. explain the nature of evil according to Hebrew monotheism 

 

99. what was the role of priests and prophets in hebrew monothesism 

 

100. what did King David and King Solomon build 

 

 


